Meters on streets marked Blue run at a rate of 30 minutes/25¢.

Meters on streets marked Red run at a rate of 60 minutes/25¢.

Meters on streets marked Green run at a rate of 75 minutes/25¢.

Meters on streets marked Pink run at a rate of 150 minutes/25¢.

All meters have a 25¢ minimum.

Meter maximum time limits

Please contact Park Waterloo with any questions or for more information on downtown parking services and locations.

180 West 5th Street,
Waterloo, IA
319-291-0145

If you have any issues while in one of our downtown parking locations contact us at the above number for:
Battery Jump Starts
Security Escorts
Flat Tire Refills
These services are provided by Park Waterloo.
FREE OF CHARGE!
Hours of services vary.